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Board of Trustees
By GLENDA WALLACE
Of the Campus Crier

Calling it "the spoils of political battle,,,
Ellensburg investment consultant Robert Case II
was selected as the newest member of Central's
Board of Trustees last Wednesday.·
Case, of Thayer-Case Realtors, was appointed by
Gov. John Spellman Oct. 21 to replace Don
Broughton, president of the Kittitas County Title
Company.
Broughton's term on Central's Board of Trustees
expired March 9, 1981. He has been a member since
1977, when former Governor Dixy Lee Ray appointed an entire new Board of Trustees shortly
after she took office.
University officials say the Case selection was not
political, that the Board of Trustees is considered "a
ROBERT CASE II
non-political organization.''
th f t
br tr t
But Case, who was an active Spelhnan supporter,
· ·. ·t / t irs t~ep~~~anb u~ ee. op- says his appointment is a political reality.
pom e G 0 .e L R ~or si.ncte Broughton was unavailable for comment by press
f ormer ov. 0 1xy ee oy s oppom - .
tune.
ments in 1977.

Robert Case appointed to
Broughton's 'political' seat

Case said that because Central is a public institution the will of the public should be expressed in the
running of the University, and that Governor
Spelhnan has the statewide power to r~flect the com.
mon consensus of the public.
"He will choose people that 'reflect his
philosophy," he added.
Case, 38, becomes the only Republican appointee
on the five-member Board.
Other members, all appointed within 11 days of
each other in 1977, are Ephrata teacher Linda Clifton, Tacoma businessman Thomas Galbraith,
Wenatchee energy consultant Sterling Munro and
Yakima attorney James Hogan.
According to Case, Ray asked all of former Governor Dan Evans appointees to subffiit resignations.
"It is my understanding she accepted everyone's
(the entire CWU board) resignation," he said.
Hogan is the only trustee whose term will not exDON BROUGHTON
pire during Spellinan'sterm in office.
the
first of four democrat
The Board of Trustees is the policy-making board
whose
term will expire durtrustees
for the University. Its governing body gives Central
ing Gov. John Spellmon's term of ofSee TRUSTEES, Page 15
fice.
·
By MELISSA YOUNG

Budget Cuts
Local public schools

are trying to cope

DR. LEW MOORMAN
... We ore one of those school districts that does not hove cash position; therefore the only
alternatives we have are to reduce services and programs to live within our revenue
projections."

Of the Campus Crier

Much as we may not like to admit it, colleges are not the only institutions of learning that have
been hit in the face by proposed
budget cuts. Public schools, too,
are trying to cope with reductions
of more than 10 percent.
T)le degree of impact on each
school varies and is based on that
school's available cash position at
the beginning of the year, according to Dr. Lew Moormann,
superintendent of Ellensburg
Public Schools. .
"We are one of those school ·
districts that does not have cash
position; therefore the only alternatives we have are to reduce services and programs to live within
our revenue projections," he told
the Crier last week.
Moorm.an said he would recommend that the school board attempt to make as many cuts as
feasible in an-non-personnel areas
before the district cuts jobs.
"But over a two-year; period,
there definitely will be personnel
cuts," he said.
Staff reductions will come first
in areas that would least affect
direct services to children, Moormann said. But, he emphasized,
the district has several options
before it starts faying off workers.
One of those options under consideration is the closing of one
elementary school. Moormann
said that shutting down one of the
area grade schools would save the
district up to $90,000 in the first
year.
"When you look at the size of the
facility, playground space, age of
the building, cost to maintain the
building, one would asssume the
most logical one would be the
Washington School,'' he said.
Washington currently houses 309
students compared to 358 in Mt.
Stuart and 410 in Lincoln. According to ~e elementary principals,
there is adequate room in Lincoln
and Mt. Stuart for grades K-4.
"We may have a problem with
putting the fifth graders in," he
said. "We may have to look at different possibilities."
Other recommendations were
aired at a special school board

meeting last week at Ellensburg
High School and included asking
employees to submit to a voluntary
salary rollback of five percent,
charging users' fees for extracurricular activities and discontinuing summer maintainence on
the buildings.
At the meeting, foormann said
. it is critical "that we don't jump
too early, but it is also critical to
have a plan ready ... "
Kittitas Superintendent Dr.
George Willett also wants to have a plan ready in case the legislature
doesn't pass Gov. Spellman's tax
proposal.
"Other than absolute emergencies ... there's been no real spending at all,'' he said. "But we
haven't felt the results of that 10
percent cutback yet, it hasn't been
felt in the appropriation yet.''
"We're operating extremely conservatively," he added.
Willett said if the proposed cuts
are fully impose~, it would
devastate the Kittitas school
system.
"It would have a very serious
impact upon the district," he said.
"We'd have to limit supplies,
materials, we may have to turn
.down heat even further, restrict
travel, restrict or eliminate some
activities - just a general
tightening-up all around''
· He said the school already has
"skeletal enrichment programs"
and cannot cut any more. " We're
bare-bones now."
The district is also "bare-bones"
on staff, according to Willett. " It's
bordering pretty much on the absurd now to cut any further," he
said. "I would say that we could
not do it without seriously jeopardizing the educational mission of
this district.''
But Willett said he is optomistic
that the school will make it through
these trying times.
"Once the problem comes to
roost and it gets to the point where
we have to say to parents, 'We cannot go to your doorstep with a bus
as we have since the beginning of
this district' or 'We've had to cut
back on some athletic activities . .
.' - I think then, people are going
to respond."
"The difficult thing is getting the
message to them," he said.
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TWo honored as Profs-of-the-year
Robert Bentley:
'State is shrinking
but it's nothing to
get alarmed a~out' .
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier

Washington State is shrinking,
according to CWU geologist Robert
Bentley, recently named as
distinguished Research Professor
of the Year.
It's nothing to get alarmed
about, he adds, although 100
million years from now "we may
be up in the gulf of Alaska."
The northern movement of a
pacific plate along the San Andreas Fault, coupled with a similar
movement along Vancouver Island
in the Queen Charlotte Fault zone
is putting Washington and Oregon
in the middle of a continental plate
shift. The movements, which have
been occurring ov~r the past 70
million years, are pushing the two
states against each other, resulting
in a squeezing upward of the Olympic Mountains.
The shrinkage of Washington
state is just one concern of
Bentley's, who has spent the last
ten years mapping the Central
Washington and Oregon areas, and
recently, westward into the coastal
regions and the Cascades. Bentley,
who has taught geol9gy at Central
since 1969, estimates he spends 70
to 80 hours a week in "combined
teaching and research.''
His living room is covered with
maps, he says, advising any
visitors to "step gently" wherever
they walk. With more than 100
maps in partial completion and 200
in various degrees of completion,
filing can get to be a bit of' a problem.
" I have a gross system of
organization," he admits, but
"usually in a half hour's time I can
find a map."
Bentley is currently working
with a team of U.S. Geological
Survey geologists to study the rotation in the Pacific Northwest. The
area from Washington south of
Olympia to Western Oregon north
of Klamath falls is turning
clockwise at a rate of one degree
every millio11 years, Bentley says.
- This movement, he explains, occurs much like the shuffling of
cards, with each card representing

a tiny 'tectonic plate. The plates,
Bentley added, could be as small
as 100 square miles in area.
Using the material from his
research as a tool, Bentley instructs! his students on the art of
map.making and geological
survey; Citing the September Experience as an example, Bentley
explains that all geology majors
are required to participate in a
training exercise of surveying and
mapping specific areas.
This year, he continued, a group
of 15 students mapped 20 to 30
miles in the Nile area of the
Naches river in their 15 day expedition" Another expedition in
December will find the students in
the Mojave Desert mapping a 20
square mile area near the lower
Colorado River, working with
rocks dating back one-half to oneand-a-half b~llion years.
Even though as a geologist he
. sports an impressive collection of
map~, Bentley doesn't own to keeping a rock collection, although he
admits that he does pick up rocks
every so often to aid in his teaching
or research.
He adds that as a child, however,
he and his father often went
rockhounding and that "I didn't
always go to school. I'd go hunting·
agates or something."
A love of rocks at that age led to
taking classes in geology at college, and eventually to a Ph.D.
from Columbia University in New
York~ From there it was on to
teaching and research, the latter
which included travels to Central
Iran in 1977 and '78 to work with the
Iranian Atomic Energy Commission and the Central Iran
Geological Survey.
Journeys to Europe, seven times
since 1977, have also included .
geological research. Although he
has yet to go to Asia or Australia,
Bentley "will remedy that as soon
as I possibly can."
Until that time, Bentley has
more mapping to do, papers to
write (he sets a goal of three each
year to add to his already 20
published), and students to teach.
Distinguished Research Professor
of the Year isn't just a title, it's a
job.

McCallum is $300 winner
Be~ky Sturtz McCallum, a
graduate of Auburn High School
and Highline Community College,
currently enrolled in the business
teacher education program at Central, has been awarded the $300
Doris and John Gerber Scholarship
· for 1~1-82.
With a superior academic
background, McCallum also
demostrates her leadership as
team captain of three high school
varsity sports - volleyball,
basketball and softball.
The scholarship is sponsored by
the Washington State Business
Education Association, in recognition of the contributions to business
education -at the state and national

levels by the Gerbers. Mrs. Gerber
is a former Washington State
Director of Business Education
and past-president of the National
Business Education Associatfon.
Mr.
Gerber,
a
retired
businessman, has worked closely
with her during the past several
years.
Applicants for the scholarship
must be college juniors or seniors
with a grade point average of at
least 3.0 on a 4.0 scale, and enrolled ,
full-time in a business teacher
education program.
CWU Professor Ross Byrd
chaired the Gerber scholarship
committee this year.

Photo by Mike Metzler

Robert Bentley (left) and Marco Bicchieri (right) were chosen CWU Professors-of-the-year for 1981 .

Marco Bi·c chieri:

'Man of leisure' reports at 4 a.m.
when he finally leaves it - without
once taking a break, be it lunch,
breakfast, or even a cup of coffee.
"Hunger keeps you on edge,"
Getting up at 4 a.m. to go to class
is a snap! if you come to work at 2 Bicchieri explains, adding that he
began skipping meals during work
a.m. anyway.
When a half-dozen dedicated an- hours while still a graduate student
thropology students approached 20 years ago. He found that
Marco Bicchieri, 1981 CWU valuable work time was wasted
Teacher of the Year, and asked during food breaks because
him to teach a class not on the "You'd start eating lunch at 11 and
quarter schedule, Bicchieri agreed at 6 in the evening you are still
to their proposal "If they let me there discussing something."
choose the time .. . I don't think
Bicchieri spends that valuable
they really expected me to choose work t'ime correcting exams,
that time," he added with a preparing lectures, and taking
care of any other miscellaneous
chuckle.
Bicchieri doesn't offer his pre-- work that could infringe upon his
sunrise class this quarter, and he teaching time.
"To teach you have to be undoesn't get to work at 2 a.m. "Now
I am a man of leisure," he disturbed," Bicchieri explains. "If
rumbles. ''I come to work at four in you get the stuff you have to do out
of the way you can take it easy the
the morning."
But the tireless man of leisure rest of the day . . . You can talk to
manages to correct student exams, the students without giving them
sometimes 100 at a time, by the the impression that you are runnnext class meeting - complete ing away from them."
"You are more relaxed in your
with a personal comment on each
attitudes ... students have a sixth
test.
The tireless man of leisure sense for knowing if you are there
memorizes the names of each of with them or whether you are just
his 120 to 150 students without once there."
Regardless of his mood, students
taking roll.
And the tireless man of leisure certainly know that Bicchieri is
works from 4 a.m., when he gets to there when he gets up to the front
his office, until mid-afternoon to lecture. Bicchieri employs the
By CAROLYN LEHMANN
Of the Campus Crier
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histrionic style wlth "lots of movement . . . running back and forth
through the chairs ... gestures ...
I don't know if it is a unique style
but it certainly 1s difficult to go to
sleep ... If you :want to go to sleep
stay home."
Bicchieri says his teaching style
fits him perfectly because he is
" rather emotional as a person . .. I
am excited about everything."
Everything includes teaching,
which Bicchieri describes as "the
job that r chose to do for the next
eight hours_ that is nwnero uno."
By . keeping -teaching numero
uno, Bicchieri keeps a promise he
made to the chairman of his dissertation committee prior to receiving
his Ph.D. in Anthropology. The
chairman told Bicchieri that ," if
you ever feel like teaching has
become a job and a burden then
you will just quit and do something
else."
A change of career, however,
isn't in BiccW~ri's immediate
plans. "I enjoy teaching and I suppose people have enjoyed listening
to me,'' he says, referring to the recent award.
"I'm an ego-maniac myself," he
declares. "I know I'm great, but
: it's nice to have someone else tell
· me."
925-9511
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Interview

John Spellman
By STEVE FISHBURN

Governor addresses higher
education budget .problems

CRIER: If you were sending your children 'to
college in Washington now, would you be satisfied·
with their education or would you be sending them
elsewhere in the country?

Of the Campus Crier

In an attempt to clarify his specific plans for the
budget cuts facing Central and the other state
universities, the Crier spoke with Gov. John
Spellman in a telephone interview last week. ·
The outcome of that interview' which took nearly
two weeks to arrange, follows below.

SPELLMAN: I would send them here. As a
matter of fact, I have one of them who is atte~ding
college here now (The Evergreen State College).

CRIER: Do you think the legislature can )ustify
raising tuition 70 percent over the bienium while at
the same time cutting the universities revenue 10.1
percent if that happens?

CRIER:

After the state's universities have absorbed the impact of the 10.1 percent budget cut, can
we expect financial conditions to improve?

SPELLMAN:

SPELLMAN: I don't propose that they absorb
the 10.1 percent cut. That would have a near
disastrous effect so I wili propose to the legislature a
·much smaller cut than that.

No, I don't think that· could be ·

justified.

.CR IER: Only two percent of the tuition incre::1se
went back into the university, the rest went into the
state's general fund. How can the legislature justify
this?

. CRIER: Assuming you can't push through a
smaller cut, what will be the long and short term effects of lowering the quality of education in
Washington state?

SPELLMAN: I think that the higher education
system is $90 million richer for the tuition increase.
Now there's a lot of complicated bookkeeping about
what state funds go in and don't go in. I think two
percent is a pretty illusory figure, I don't really
believe it.

SPELLMAN: Hopefully the cut will be reduced
to such a magnitude that it will not have adverse
long-term or short-term effects. We are looking not
only for a cut, but for some additional source- of
revenue for the universities and colleges. .

CRIER: Students at Central and other state colleges are very upset over the budget cuts. What is
your respollSe to their frustration and anger?

· CRIER:

What types of additionai revenue are
you looking for?

SPELLMAN:

SPELLMAN: Some of the things that are being

1 think they should be -upset.
Every chan.c e I get, I point out th~t the budget law
requires the governor to make across the board cuts
when the revenues don't come in. And those cuts are
wrong :md must ~ rectified. I car understand the
studenrs anger. I would be angry if the 10.1 percent .
cut stayed in effect because they (the legislators)
are irresponsible.

talked about with the_legislators (include) ·being a
little more strict· on the out-of-state students, assuring that more students from the state of Washington
get into some programs. There's a whole host of
minor items. But I do not include the suggestion that
some of them accelerate the tuition· increase or
things of that nature.

·Come in and se.e ~ur wide
selection of seafood I

·Seafood :;s Brainfood

GOV. JOHN SPELLMAN
''. . . I would be angry if the 10. 1 percent cut stayed in
effect because they (the legislators) are
irresponsible.''

CR IER: What would your response be to a flood
of anti-budget cut mail? Do you think republican
legislators would ignore campaign promises to not
raise taxes l;lnd support a tax increase?
SPELLMAN: I think the problem is entirely different now than it was in the caxnpaign, the $600
million shortfall put them (the campaign promises)
aside. There is a $1.4 billion more problem now, and
I dontt think people (legislators) should feel constrained by discussions of a philosophical situation
in terms of dealing with this real situation.
I don't think ·the question of good faith of
republicans and democrats or what they said during
the campaign should be held against them, you must
deal with the situation as it exists. The budget problem is quite different than it existed (during the
campaign) or anyone ever dreamed it would have
existed during the time of running for office.

'

~

,•

I '

'

CRIER: With the situation you just described
are you confident you can push through your
·
economic recovery program?
.SPELLMAN: I am very hopeful and I am sure
we will succeed for the large part with our proposals.

200 W. Main
925 - 5229

Plus assorted seafood condiments.

Open Monday - Saturday

SPELLMAN: That is the bottom line question,
how much of the $655 million deficit can be
eliminated by revenues and how much that leaves
for cuts. Clearly the universities and colleges will
not see the same cuts under any circumstances the
general government will receive.

lbl!

TAV

CRIER: If the $655 million deficit is eliminated
will you continue with the budget cuts at the universities and if so at what magnitude?·

ANNUAL

CRIER: If your t~x proposals don't go through,
what effect will that have on Washington state and
what alternatives-are being considered?
disastrous and I don't
think there are any alternatives.

CRIER: No alternatives?
.

'

BAND
2 a.m.

also Friday

Happy Hour Prices with Costume

.

({~!'

·SPELLMAN: No, there are no acceptable alter- .
·

natives!

8 p.m. --

' !) ~;i{11

SPELLMAN: It will be

HALLOWEEN PARTY

~' NASH

' :·

;:~-~"· ·.~- -,~

CRIER: How does Washington's monetary
crisis compare with other states?
SPELLMAN:

worse - primarily because the
state is dependent on construction going ahead. It
(the economy) is slow all over the country but being
a state with a heavy .timber industry, we suffer
disproportionately, very badly.
See SPELLMAN, Page 5
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Student irked by
representatives
response to input
To the Editor:

Last Friday, a group of concerned students went to Yakima to face
the -House Ways and Means Committee during the public hearings
they held at the Yakima County
Courthouse. We went to give
testimony against the 10.1 percent
budget cuts to education.
We were not the only ones. Aside
from the seven students representing the students at CWU, there
were faculty, alumni and administration. There were also concerned citizens from all over this
part of the state protesting the cuts
to education, mental health, drug
and alcohol abuse programs and
other services. In fact, in two-anda-half hours, only three of 81
witnesses supported the full cuts.
What kind of response did we get
from the state representatives?
They talked to each other, cracked
a few private jokes and paid
limited attention. Some arrived
late to their own hearing. At the
end of the hearing, republican

chairman Rod Chandler stated
that the committee was planning
on approximately a $450 million
cut which comes to a 7 percent cut.
The impression that they left
many of us with is that the committee had already made up its mind.
Why did we have to even bother to
give our feelings.

near you I

coming

CAMPUS CRIER

Then we all rushed home to
catch our act on T. V. What did I
see? There was Rep. Chandler telling the newsman in an interview
before the hearing that the committee was looking at a 50-50 split.
That comes to a $325 million cut.
Which cut do we get. $650, $450, or
$325 million? Who do we believe?
Do they really care about people or
do they have someone else's interest at heart? Personally, if they
are not willing to treat the common
citizen with respect, speak to them
in an honset and straightforward
manner, then I feel that they don't
deserve the public's trust or vote.

MATT McGILLEN

ALAN ANDERSON

MELISSA YOUNG

JOE PERDUE

Editor

Managing Editor

Arts & Entertainment Editor

Sports Editor

MIKE METZLER
Photo Editor

JOE STONE
Business Manager

PEGGY BOWERS
Advertising Manager

JOHN P. FOSTER
Faculty Adviser

Lawrance W. Thompson :

Staff: Kathy Bradshaw, Terry Cass, Al Castillo, Jenny Crosier, Cal Ellis, Tammy
Fohsholtz, Steve Fishburn, Cynthia Foster, Tim Harrington, Denise Huber, Grant Johnson,
' Robi Johnson, Leanne LoBissoniere, Carolyn Lehmann, Don Moe, Kari Montgomery, Tim
Patrick, Delores Pernick, Cindi Phipps, Randy Raschko, Scott Schuller, G. Scott Spruill, Tomi
Thedens , Tom Tomasek, Terrie Venneberg, Glenda Wallace, Ted Zurcher
The Campus Crier is a laboratory newspaper produced in conjunction with the Central
Washington University Mass Media Program and is published weekly during the ocedemic
year, with bi-weekly publication during summer quarter.
Views expressed ore not necessarily those of the staff or editors. Advertsing material
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CRIER: Are the universities solving a problem
the state legislature should have solved a long time
·
ago?
SPELLMAN: I hope they're not. By that I mean
they (universities) cannot solve it (revenue shortages) except by budget cuts and that's not the way
to go.

CRIER: Asked if they had a question for Governor Spelhnan most students said they wanted to
know why you are cutting the schools budget 10.1
percent. Can you answer that now.

SPELLMAN: Why cut? Because the law requires the cut. Budget law says when that you have a
shortage of revenues, as we do with the $655 million
deficit, the governor must balance the budget, and
must do so by budget cuts, and they must be acrossthe-board. That applies to education and every other

program. I said that when I made those cuts they
were unacceptable to me - so they will not stay iii
effect.
I am calling the legislature to change them (the
budget cuts.) So that's the clear answer. It was the
only thing the governor could do, it was what the
governor must do, but the governor acknowledges
that it's not the solution and has called the
legislature to come up with a solution.

CR IER: The Seattle Post-Intelligencer reported
in a story yesterday that you intend to propose a 0.8
percent sales tax increase, a 10 percent surcharge on
business taxes, a one percent excise tax on boats and
private airplanes, plus an extended sales tax on doctor's and lawyer's fees. What effect will this have on
the state's budget deficit?
SPELLMAN: Some parts of that are correct,
others are not. My revenue package, as I will finally

402 N. Pearl
Downtown Ellensburg

925-6545

OPENING FOR BREAKFAST

Central Washington University

submit it to the legislature, will attempt to establish
a sound foundation for the state, not only to get
through the short term but also to get through the
next four years. We're trying to set some kind of
basis for the future. I'm trying to come up with some
kind of comprehensive solution to create a more
solid base for all state programs.

CRIER: How will the economic situation effect
you politically in the next election, especially with
the student vote?
SPELLMAN: It certainly isn't go~g to help me
with anybody. I would hope the students would
recognize that what I'm; doing is protecting their
position, but it's not exactly a job w~ere you expect
thanks.

CR IER: What is your basic philosophy of education as far a higher education goes?
SPELLMAN: My basic philosophy is that it is
imperative to the students and for society both
socially and economically. We have, by and large, a
high quality of education in the state of Washington,
it's a plus factor in terms of the types of jobs, the
economic ·development we need, and it would be a ·
crying shame to see it somehow watered down.

CRIER:

What is your outlook for Washington

SPELLMAN: Very positive. I think the state
has a great future if we ever get through these
doldrums. Even the states revenues will pick up
dramatically.

7 -11 a.m. Monday-Saturday Breakfast service
11-5' p.m. ·Monday- Thursday Lunch

CR IER: As a final question, do you ever wake up
in the morning and wish you had stayed in King
County (as King County Executive)?

11-12 :30 p.m. Friday & Saturday . Lunch
6-11 p.m. Friday & Saturday Dinner

SPELLMAN: Oh no. My only consolation is that
if I were not here, somebody else would be. And I
have a better chance of solving the problems responsibly with the best interests of the state than
whoever else might be sitting here.

Fine Food in Superb Surroundings

' Computers
topic of talk

Trick or Treat!

Our Halloween Specials Are Treats For Surel
Penny Coupon Redemption Specials

T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Warm-ups,
Shorts, etc.
$2.00 Off with Penny Coupon
All Paperback Books
50¢ Off with Pen~y Coupon
One coupon per item.

Pentel R 100 Rolling Writer
Regular price: 98¢

Special Coupon Price Just 49¢
All Candy Bars
·

~
Regular price:
-, ~~Off with Penny
"" "
-

30¢

Coupon

(If you don't have a Penny Coupon,
they will be available in the store.)
If you plan to attend a costume ·
party Halloween night, come on into
the store first and try it out on us.
We're going to have treats in the

5.

state?

Monday October 5th

If you have any of the penny coupons that we issued back in the days
of our "penny crisis," bring them in
on Halloween and take advantage of
these Penny Coupon Specials that we
are featuring on Halloween-.

Thursday, October 29, 1981 -

store for just that purpose. Our store
staff is even going to get a little scary
by dressing in costume themselves,
so bring your Penny Coupons in and
join the fun.

Imagine waking to a cup of coffee and reading the morning news
on a computer terminal. The
Washington Post is offering this
electronic newspaper service, calling it "CompuServe."
"Every business can benefit by
computerizing its office," said
Central Business Education and
Administrative Management Professor Ken Harsha.
Harsha will elaborate on this
topic in his 3 p.m. public presentation, "Office Automation and the
Paperless Office," at a socialogy
colloquium Tuesday, Nov. 3 in
CWU's · Instructional Building,
room 401.
Harsha says that people may
soon be reading and mailing letters, as well as conducting other
everyday business through the use
of comptiters.
The speed of this developing
technology, from a 55 foot by 8 foot
computer in the 1930's to today's
pin-head size information chips,
may pose a type of "future shock''
for some.
''The way to avoid this shock is
to get involved in the change,"
Harsha said. Central business
students work with microcomputers and word processors, and
other university departments are
following suit by incorporating
computer classes into their
discipline.
Although computers seem impersonal, assets like the conversion of extensive filing systems into a shoe boxful of microfihn and
substitution of stacks of paper for a
computer terminal may convince
businesses that there isn't any
feasible way to avoid the " computerized future," he said.
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Amtrak art
A slow camera shutter speed , a shaky track and a shaky photographers hand on a cool autumn
night all comb ined to produce this artful shot of Amtrak s final departure from Ellensburg. Some
65 Ellensburg residents mode the Oct. 24 round trip to Seattle.

Waitressing not my calling

'Would Fatty like anything else?'
By CINDY PHIPPS
OF the Campus Crier
1

Bette :\!idler once said women
are waitresses at the banquet of
life. Well. Bette. I don't kno\Y about
the life stuff. but ii you ever want
the true grit on vi;aitressing just
give me a call.
You see. this summer I was
given a first-hand realization·
1 compliments of my roommate 1
that waitressing was not my calling. For some it isn't such a bad
job. but after that swnmer I realized my ex:periences had the makings of a b€st s.e ller - Typhoid
:\1ary Strikes Again.
The place was Freddie Steeles
Restaurant in \Vestport and I. b€ing innocent to the perils of the
trade. was given ever:1hing a good
waitress at Freddies needed. A pen
and pad. a manual on how to \Hestle wolves dressed in hungry people clothing. and a formal introduction to Helen.
Helen is the Greek matriarch of
the Steele family. A dragon lady
with a heart of gold. she reserved
her kiss of death for waitresses
who committed only the worst offenses - chewing gum. failing to
wipe underneath the salt and pepper shakers and if you were unf ortuna te enough to be caught doing
nothing - cancel Christmas.
I don't want you all to get the impression rhis \voman eats nail.S for
breakfast b€cause I owe her a lot.
Besides the $:22.5-0 for various adding mistakes. she let me adopt
her theory that some people just. invite abuse. therefore it would b€
rude not to let them have it. Smart
womaii. that Helen.
It was very quickly I learned
hW1gry people are not tolerant 'people. It was just a gut feeling I \'lias
going to have a tough time that day
when my first customer looked as
if the ground had been below zero
\Yhen he crawled out of it that morning and to make matters worse
acted it. He answered every ques- ·
tion with a question and just when I
was ready to let him wear his ·

chowder I suddenly realizeq that
people really do expect waitress€s
to read minds. Why. I'll never
knO\li.

\\'hy is it the first screw to get
loose in a persons head is the one
that controis the tongue? I vrns
never one with a gift of tact to start
..vith, but the same day I committed the unspeakable fau."{ pax.
I was serving a family of six ver:·

large 1 better make that ex:tremely
large 1 people. I hate to admit it.
but they resembled weebles in the
way they could gobble and never
fall down . The little son caught my
attention in particular as he was
only eight arid was already giving
dad competition · in the weight
department .
As I dropped his large order of
fries in front of him I smiled sweet-

ly 1 I can do that sometimes i and
instead of asking if ever;.1hing was
alright I asked ii fatty was alright.
Dead silence.
As I realized what had come out
of my mouth I b€gan back pedaling
for all I was worth. :\1eanwhlle two
wa-itresses had collapsed in
laught€r behind the coW1ter and I
heard one screaming as she ran to
the backroom - "Guess what Cin·

dy did no\v'. ..
To this day I cannot walk into a
restaurant without spitting out my
gum and s€arching frantically for
a pen and pad. It was an enlightening experience. I met some
wonderful people 1 Hello Helen 1,
but like fishing I think I'll leave the
waitressing alone and find some
nice safe job. Fighting forest fires
perhaps?

·It takes more than brains
towin an Army RO IC scholarship.
Schi"1lastic standing and u1llege h·1ard test
r.esults are- imponant f-a.ct(irs in deciding v;ho
\\ill he a\\-arded an :\.rTm· ROTC sdwlarship.
But it takes J11(1re than brains tt:1 \\in a
· scht_-1larship that pays full tuitk1n. b<x1k~ and lab
fees. 2.nd pr«J\·ides a li\·ing zilk1wance i:1t up tel
.31.(J(l(l each year the schi:ilarship is in effect.
And then w be able t(_Ihandle the leadership ·
p\°isiti(m that's \\·aitir:g for yt:iu \\·hen y(1U get ciut
(·1f ct·11le12:e.
· ·
- . s~-1 m::' k1(1k fr1r ffl< ire g(·1ing in. \\'e k~)k
prirn.aril-y f(_1r 1-eadei:·ship P•~ent1al. as dem:1n·
strated by y(·1ur ir~w1h·e::1ent in sp<1ns i:1r (>ther
extrJcunicular acti\·ities.
sl-\ if \-llll were a class ,·ifiicer. a \·arsin·
lener \\~tmer. Z'. club president. (1r a r:1embei· 1._1f
the debating team. ,·ir sht:iwed \·c1m Jbilit\· t(l
think (1n \·citrr feet in scime 1:ith~r \\-a\· -w·e 're
interested.
·
_-\nd. t(:1 make sme a g1K1d candidate isn't
<Aerkl\_1ked because his !'1r her participation in
schc>eil acti\·ities \\·as-limited due w a pan:time
ic1b. we award sd1Cllarship p<:iints for hard work
done 2\\-a\- fr<1m sch(1ol. t(x1.
Then there's <:im pers(1nal inter;iew. Just

tt> gi\·e H1U the chance t(1 let us know some things
ab.:1ut \<:iurse lf that might be missed b\· a test.
an applicatit:in. or a yea.rbcxk
·
'
In shon. there's a lot that goes into
deciding \\·h1_1has :\m1y ROTC scholarship
p;:1tential

If you think you have what
it takes stop in and see:
Major Jim Caesar
Room I 0 I Peterson HaH

or Call (509) 963-3 518

ARMY ROTC.
LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD.

Spor-s

Would you like to ride in my beautiful platoon?

.

.

CWU's ferocious offensive line, which hos ployed a big port in the Wildcats 4-2 start - the1~ best ~mce
;197 3 - gear up for-this Saturday's Homecoming game against Eastern Oregon College at Tomlinson Field·
;Kickoff is set for l p.m. Members of the platoon crew ore, from left to right: Bill_Bea!tie, Marc Ingersoll,
:Steve Azeltine, Mike Edde, Jeff Z~nisek, Bruce Walker, Te_d Jenneskens, Kori L1llqu1st and Steve Peter: son.

,

: 1-a~n_k_e-;--dl
Platoon syst~m pays off in a big -,C- -a-t____;_s_b_
I

way for Wildcat football team
The platoon system is paying off
in a big way this fall for Central's
football team, enabling it to get off
to its best start since 1973.
Offensive line coach Scott Ricardo has been platooning players at
four o~ the five interior line positions. ·
" We've been having good fourth
quarters and I think that is one of
the reasons," Ricardo said about
his two-deep line. "We've been
able to wear down the opposition in
the fourth quarter.''
The ·'Cats have outscored their
opponents 30-15 in the' fourth
quarters and twice have com~
from-behind in the final 15 minutes
to earn victories.
Central rallied from a 10-9 deficit
to beat Whitworth 22-12, then
scored.a late touch down and a twO-:
point conversion to topple Westerni.
Oregon, 15-14.
Central drove 37 yards, all on the·
ground, for its winning touchdown:
against the Wolves. Ricardo called:
the game the best of the season for ,
the line.

Tacoma

1

'

The improvement in the line
under Ricardo's direction has been
one of the key factors in CWU' s 4-2
start. The line has played outstanding football, paticularily in the
Western Oregon victory.
"I have nine players for the five
(interior line) positions and they
all have been sharing equally in
the playing time," said Ricardo,
who joined the CWU coaching staff
this fall. ''There has been absolutely no slack off when. we make a
substitution."
·Sharing time at center have been
seniors Jeff Zenisek· (Pinedale,
Wyo.) and Bruce Walker (East
Wenatchee). Zenisek, who played
JC football at Wenatchee Valley,
was voted Wildcat-of-the-Week for
the Western Oregon game and
completely dominated the Wolves'
4.ll-Conference nose guard.
: Walker, who prepped at Eastmont, has been playing with a lot of
pain because of a knee injury but
has been doing a fine job, Ricardo
said.
Karl Lillquist, a junior from

Coulee City, and Ted Jenneskens, a
sophomore from Issaquah, share
the left guard position, while Steve
Azeltine, a senior from Chehalis,
and Mike Edde, a junior from
Bremerton, split time at right
guard.
Azeltine, who was voted the
team's best blocker last year, is
the only senior of the bw1ch. Edde
transferred here from Olympic
and hits as hard as anyone on the
line, Ricardo said.
"Lillquist and Jenneskens are
our two beach boys," the coach
chided, referring to their blonde
curls.
At tackle, Bill Beattie, a junior
froin Tumwater, and Marc Ingersoll, a senior from Entiat, share
the · right side slot, while Steve
Peterson, a sophomore from
Pasco, has been pulling ironman
duty?on the left side ..
Beattie, coming off a knee injury
which sidelined him for the entire
1980 season, has provided leader-

by OIT,20-0,

CWU's offense ran into a brick when wide receiver Mark Krekis
wall last weekend as t~ Wildcats took the ball on an apparent
suffered their first conference loss reverse and found Len Wegner in
of the season, dropping a 20-0 deci- the end zone. ·
The Owls put the icing on the
sion to Oregon Tech. '
Central will be looking to get cake during the fourth period when
back into the Evergreen Con- Willie Robinson ran for a ~ix
ference pennant race this Saturday pointer from · 17 yards out. The
when it hosts Eastern Oregon in its 'Cats had stalled the drive when
annual homecoming game. Kickoff they held on third down and five
is slated for 1 p.m. at Tomlison play but Central was called for a
face-masking penalty which set up
Field.
Eastern Oregon is 3-3 on the OIT's final touchdown.
CWU had their chances during
season but posts a 1-0 conference
record. The Mounties knocked off the game, and twice during the
def ending conference champs final period moved deep into
Western Oregon 21-6 in its only con- Oregon territory but botn drives
sputtered and Central was forced
ference contest.
The Wildcats, who were to give up the ball.
Ted Huber led the Wildcats of··
"phy~ically beat on both sides of
the football,'' according to Coach . fensively, ca~rying the ball 7·
Tom Parry, could muster only 163 times, picking up 52 yards.
yards of total offense, 123 on the Quarterback Marty Osborn found
ground and just 40 yards vi~ the the going rough, completing only
10-of-21 passes for just 40 yards. He
airways.
On the other hand, the Owls roll- was able to connect with his
ed up an impressive·386 yards, 275 favorite receiver Mike Grant only
See PLATOON, Page 8
once during the 'game for just nin€:.
of which came on the grotlnd.
The two teams battled to a yards. On the season, Grant has 14'
scoreless tie at the end of the first catches for 295 yards.
X-tra points: Dennis Edward··
quarter before OIT started to iake
control both offensively and defen- smissed last week's game with a
safety Wayne Sweet had 11 tackles, · sively, not allowing Central \ to concussion, but is available for
including nine primaries. He also move the ball past midfield for the Central's homecoming Saturday ..
. C.D. Hoiness is still on the ques-·
returned one punt 20 yards and a rest of the half.
tionable
list '. with o knee injury,
Owls
scored
in
each
of
the
The
k ckoff 20 yards. Sweet transferred
remaining quarters, the· game- which has plagued him for the µast
from Yakima Valley.
'They had a million tackles bet- clincher coming in the : second few weeks j. . . ·~i'reshman Jay
ween them and they also stuck quarter on a 4-yard run ~Y Ry~n Kytle ;c; )Ut for the season with a
some guys real good," CWU Coacli Stewart that capped an 80-yar,d knee in1ury sustained last week in
practice .. ~ Central's last victory
Tom Parry said. "Paul has been drive by OIT.
over Eastern Oregon came in 1976,
Oregon
opened
a
14-0
lead
on
a
playing well the last couple weekS.
We'd rather not have our free safe- 42-yard razzle-dazzle pass play, a 27-9 decis~n. ·
i
ty (Swe~t) make that many
tackles, but it's a credit to his ability."
i
Stoltenbierg ranks second on tl)e
i
'
team in tackles with 54. Sweet, who
was also ;Wildcat-of-the-Week for
Kevin Grandy copped first place lbss and received the $15 first prize
the Whitworth game, has 31
tackles. ·
in a single's billiards tournament for his efforts.
Parry also named Greg Kessel, a held last week in the SUB Games
: Brooks Davenport placed second
junior fullback from Olympic, and Room. The tournament was sponKurt Criscione, a senior strong sored by Frazzini's Pizza Place and won $5 and a large Frazzini's
pizza while One Trvong and Ed
safety from Seattle, co-captains and SUB Operations.
Grandy was the only person to Davis placed third and fourth
for Saturday's Homecoming game
with Eastern Oregon State College. survive the tournament without a respectiv,ely, each winning a pizza.

a

Jct \transfers honor;ed

Two· junior college transfers
from Tacoma have been sel~cted
Wildcats-of-the-Week for theili performances in last Saturday's game
with Oregon Tech.
:

·
:
:
\
·

I

Il.inebacker Paul Stoltenberg,
whb transferred from Olympic,
was credited with '18 tackles, including seven primary stops in
CwtJ's 20-0 loss to the Owls. Free

Grandy wins tourtjament;
he was 'Just show,n' off

1
•

Wayne Sweet

Paul Stoltenberg
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PlatOOn~From~pages~even~~~~

Wind overcomes runners
By G. scon SPRUILL
Of the Campus Crier

After a lo-ng appreciated
absence, the Cascade cyclone
returned to Ellensburg Saturday,
swirling autumn leaves, starching
limp flags and back-bending the
birches. The windy wadock had its
most fun out at the Elk's Club golf
course with 70 thinly-clad harriers
in the CWU Invitational. If the
nine-team competition wasn't
enough for you, half of the 8,000
meter course was in to the wispy
wind. Sunday, the wind was gone ·
as quickly as it came in the finest
fashion of Murphy's Law.
On November 9, Central will host
the District I NAIA Championships
at the Elks Club course. To qualify
for a trip to nationals, the Wildcats
must finish first or second as a
team, or qualify individuals in the
top 10.
Simon Fraser powered through
the stiff breeze to a convincing
team title with 35 points, placing
their first six in the top 15. Western
Washington edged Central for second 78-81 on the strength of their
tight group finish, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18
and 19 seconds separating their
first-to-fifth runners: District I
:NAIA teams swept the top three
team spots. Seattle Pacific was a
close fourth with 88 points. Central
alwn Phil Phimister won the individual race in 25:44, 14 ticks up
on Simon Fraser's Paul Waldie.
"We didn't run well at all, we

were just too spread out," Coach
Spike Arlt explained. Arlt e:q>ressed a lack of solidarity of Central' s
top runners as adeterreo.tto team
improvement. The Wildcai scoring
team took another slot machine
roll coming up gold for some,
lemons for others.
A jackpot for Central was the aggressive running of Paul Har;.
shman. Running second for Central most of the season, Hars~an
raced with the leaders finishing
fourth in 26: 13. "I never run bad
here, I was confident of doing well
if I got out strong." reflected Harshman, "I guess the pressure's on
now." Right now, it's a pressure
Central needs.

been making solid contributions,
Ricardo said.
Peterson .is the iron man of the
line, playing almost ever~ offe?sive series through the first six
games. "He's the quiet man, but he
gets the job-done," Ricard~ said:
Ricardo believes the line will
continue to improve as the season
progresses. "The offense is just
beginning to blend together. We're
just finally beginn~g to pie~ ~P
some of the little things as habit m- ·
stead of having to think about it."
Head Coach Tom Parry gives
Ricardo who came here from
Washin~on State, a good deal ?f
the credit for the improvement m
the line.

"He brought in some fresh ideas
from WSU," Parry said. "And
what he brought in blended well
with what we~ve done in the past."
Ricardo, however' shrugs off
the credit, preferring to gi~e it to
his players. "We installed a sprint
out package. With Coach' Parry's
I-back offense, you can do a lot
more things compared to split
backs. The sprint out package just
enrumced what we already had."

The addition of the sprint out has
enabled the 'Cats to take full advantage of quarterback Marty
Osborn's abilities. "We are a good
sprint out team because of Marty's
ability to run," Ricardo said.
The combination . of Osborn's
running ability and the improved
offensive line has made CWU a
much better offensive football
team.this fall. And four wins in six
games is one of the results. .

SPECIAL EVENTS
But then again, so's our pizza.

Rouubinhlt. Iii

i

Pizza Restaurants ~

I. Monday Night
Football
2. 2-Bit Tuesday

3. Movies-Tue. Wed. Thur. 10 p.m.

>L.
....,
c

::s

0

u
Chondell sky sail.
Beginner's hanglider.
Swing seat harness - good shape, p60.
925-4512 after 5 p.rn.

~hip on the line. Ingersoll has also ·

VI
VI

0

L.

u

4. T .G.l.F. 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. Friday

"MOOSE IS LOOSE"
DeliveriesJ~aily from 5 p.m.

80 I Euclid Way 925-1111
Volleyball

.,,

•

0
0

IS

,..
CT

~

RE-ELECT
Larry J.

NICKEL
5 sense
worth of progress

Tim Eckert
Treasurer

Paid Political ad.
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Volleyball d·rops 2 straight ·intramural standings
By TOM TOMASEK
Of the Campus Crier

After an opening-game win,
CWU's women's volleyball team
dropped their next three games
against Yakima Valley Community College last Monday at
Nicholson Pavilion.
The Wildcats, 10-7 for the year,
will travel to Yakima Monday to
face the·same team. "Hopefully we
will get our revenge," said coach
Sandy Fritz.
CWU took ·advantage of
numerous mistakes by Yakima
and fine serving by Tamara Earl
to open up a 12-2 lead in the first
game. The Wildcats then pulled
their first stringers and held on for
a 15-9 Win.

In a league encounter with game, 15-9.
Western at home Friday, the - Plagued by serving problems,
Wildcats were swept in three Central dropped the second game
straight games, lowering their 15-11. During one .stretch of the
league mark to 1-4. Their lone win game the Wildcats were in posses-:
was against Western earlier in the sion of the ball on five separate ocyear.
casions and could manage only a
CWU began the first game on the single point. Central actually led
right track, taking a 6-1 lead. 11-10 an.d controlled the serve, but
Western came right back with six after Robin Martin's serve travelunanswered points before Linda ed wide, Western won the next five
Lamphers faked a spike and tap- points to win the game.
ped the ball over three Western
In the third game Central held a
defenders, to hand Central back 6-4 lead before they were victimizthe serve.
ed by another Western scoring
Central could only manage one spurt. Western put together six
point during that possession, knot- consecutive points and never lost
ting the score 7-7. Western reeled the lead. They won the game 15-11
off five straight points on their next and avenged their earlier loss to
possession, and eventually won the Central.

Football "A" League
R-Unit
Go-Nads
The Highway
The Bubbas
<>Ver the Hill Gang
The V-N's
Beck Brewers
Thunderbirds
Football "B" League
Moore Hall Molesters
Seamore Hare and the
Beavers
High Five
No-Name
North
The Refugees

w
4
4
4
·3
2
2
1
0

w

L
1
1
1
2
3
3

4

5

\~ ~

925-3552

0
1
1
1

2
3
4
4

1
0
0

w

L

Soccer

3

0
1

IMD's
Good Times
Anonymous
Outcasts
Muzzall .Maniacs

3
3

Volleyball ·"A" League

w

L

Green I
Real Poo.ple
Upsets
Misseleers
Al-Monty
North Hall Keggers
Sue Lombard
Barto I
Barto II
Barto JV

5
4

0
1
1

Volleyball "B" League

w

L

Energizers
Time Warp
Dinkers
Barto III
The Buds
Carmody-Munro A
Baby Bumps
Camody-Munro B
SOMF
The Company

5
4
4
3

0
1
1

0

2
3
4
5
5

Volleyball "C" League

w

L

Sturdies Turdies
Robbers Roost
Joe's Jumping Jocks
Sweat Socks
Big Red Zeroes
Muzzall
Odd Balls
Kamola
Al-Monty
Scuds

5

0
0

Volleyball "D" League

3
2
1
1

2
2

3

$175

f ~ 309 N. Pearl

4
3
3
3
2

1

Housewares, Tools
Also Gilt Items
303 N. Main

Wild Turkey
Bustin Loose
Savages
Leaverties
Silver Bullets
Barbeerians
Raging Bulls
Barto Lawn Bombers

L

4

Waterb~d Compiete, Delivered

and Antiques

w

L

~·····~~~i~··~~i~i~··~
Used Furniture,

Football "C" League

925-9560:

~······················································-

The Severed Limbs
Sun Sets
F.0.0.
Davies Scimitars
Davies
The Slugs
Barto C
All-Stars
Barto A
Barto B

THE

1
1
1
2

2

2
0

4

~

1

4
3
3
1
1
0
0

2

2
4
4
5
5

2
2

3
3

2
1
0

5
4

3
3
2
1

1
2
2

1

3
4
4

1
0

4
5

w

L

4
3
3
2

0
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
4

2
2
2
1
1
0

, .·~~ SHO ~.,

tt«&tlilDlt
· Sales·Repair ;:·Service
·TAKARA
BICYCLES

Open Tuesday-Saturday
307 N. Ma~, 923-3326
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This week's guest guesser i& '\'ell-known
local personality, Bob "Buffalo Bot>" Hards,
disc jockey at Ellensburg's KXLE ,radio station. Hards takes over the spot held :1ast week
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Pigskin pick·s

Harriers take
wrong turn

by Crier Arts and Entertainment Editor
Melissa Young. Young had a respectable 12-8

ConfusiQn caused by the lead
runners taking a wrong turn led to
slower times at the Central Invitational last week, as the host
Wildcats managed only a seventh
place finish in their final regular ·
season meet.
Regionals will be held at Central
November 7 and in order to have a
good showing, Boyungs said, "We
have to be letter-perfect in every
phase of running. We have an outside chance to send all our runners
to nationals if we can get a super
performance from our number five
runner. We're going to give it everthing we have."
About 25 runners from Central's
division (AIAW division II) will
qualify for Nationals. The top two
teams and the next 10 finishers
that are not a member of those two
teams, will qualify.
Ann O'Leary of Eastern Oregon
took first place in Central' s meet
last week with a time of 19:59.
O'Leary, along with several ott:ier
runners, covered more than 5,000
meters when they turned in the
wrong direction on the second tu!m.
They were quickly set back on the
right track, but lost time from the
manuever.
,
"It was really frustrating," said
Boyungs who had to set the ~un
ners straight. "The course. is
marked but some runners arriyed
late and had not been abfo to go
over the course. They were un~ilre
of the markings and as a result,
took a wrong turn. The area they
turned off at will be roped off at
regionals,'' Boyungs said.
Seattle Pacific University $urvived all the confusion, placing
four runners in the top 10, earning
an easy victory.
·
Surprising~y, Lauri Shansby, one
of Seattle Pacific's top runners and
favorite to win the meet, was not
among the top 10. Shansby finished
in a disappointing 18th place;
Central was led by Carol
Christensen who finished 16th in
20:44. Twelve runners crossed the
line before Central's next runner
came in. Kitty Teller captured 29th
place· in 21: 05.
Teller was followed closely by
teammates Jeri Watson and Laura
Myers. Watson finished ·31st in
21: 08 and My~rs took 35th in 21: 12.

mark (which, incidentaly, was betten than two
of the Crier's regular pickers).

Ted Zurcher

Matt McGillen

Eastern Oregon
USC
Washington

cwu
wsu
Washington

\ Stanfolld

UCLA
Arizona

UCLA
Arizona

; UC~
\Arizona

Oklahoma State at Missouri
Penn State at Miami, Fla.
Ohio State at Purdue

Oklahoma State

Missouri
Penn state
Ohio State

'.1Wssouri
Renn State
Ohio State

Navy at Notre Dame

Notre Dame
Mem his State

Notre Dame
Mem his State

Notre Dame
Mem his State

. Green Bay
Minnesota
·. ~an Diego

Seattle
Minnesota
San Diego

Oakland

New England
St. Louis

Your Picks

College
,_Eastern Oregon at CWU
Wasiliugton !'l"3te at USC
'-l:inford :11 Washington
I Tl.·\ at On·;<on

UTEP at Arizona

Penn State
Purd~-

Memphis State at Vanderbilt

Joe Perdue

Bob Hards

Alan Anderson

Tom Tomasek

cwu
USC
Washington
UCLA
Arizona
Missouri

cwu
wsu
Washington

Penn State
Ohio State
Notre Dame .·

Penn State
Ohio State

Arizona
Missouri
Penn State
Ohio State

Notre Dame
Vanderbilt -

Notre Dame
Memphis State

cwu:

use :

Mem his State

- cwu-usc
Washington
UCLA

UCLA
Arizona
Missouri

Proti

:w,.. li · at (ireen Ba
\l,1:11\'l>ota ar.

Denver

.s t. Louis
Philadelphia
S n

Houston
Pitts bur
NY Giants
Cleveland

NY Giants

NY Jets at NY Giants
f'IPveland at Buffalo

: Buffalo

Last Week's Record
Season's Record

Seatile
Denver
San Die o
Oakland

Philadel hia

Cincinnati
San Francisco

Houston at Cincinnati

Seattle
Denver
San Die o
Oakland

l~

15-5

50-30

4~1

Go Dbdgers

NY Jets

NY Giants

NY Jets

NY Giants

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

Buffalo

9-11

12-8

11-9
45-35

47-33

Booters win 4th in a row
CWU's men's soccer club posted
its fourth straight victory Sunday
with a 2-1 win over Washington
State University.
Next weekend the Wildcats host
Gonzaga University at 2 p.m. Sunday after playing on the road
Saturday against Seattle University. Central's record is 4-3-1.
Central scored a pair of second
half goals against WSU in a comefrom-behind victory. The Cougars
scored first with about 10 minutes
gone in the second half, but less
than two minutes later Central tied
the score.
rat Rants got the tying goal on a
scramble just in front of the WSU
goal. About 10 minutes later Bert
Bunnell scored his first goal of the
season for what turned out to be
the ·winning score. Bunnell's goal
was actually a pass which hit the
insipe of th~ post and bounced into
the het.: He closed in on the left side
of the goal and made a crossing

pass, but instead came away with
the score.
''This was one of our best games
of the year,'' Central Coach Chuck
Hutavatchra said. Hutavartchra
mentioned the play of forward
James Weirth and halfback Mitch
Cook as factors in the game.
Weirth, Hutavatchra said,
played his best game of the year
with good passing and team play.
Cook, who is. team captain, anchored' a solid effort by th.e
halfbacks.

He liked to play
On May 31, 1964, Ed Kranepool of
the Mets played all 32 innings in a
marathon double-header with the
San Francisco Giants. The
previous day he had played a full
double-header for the Met farm
club in B~alo.

Flannel Shirts

·ro Win · Your Ovvn;.

Begin

50-30

$13.99

\

D\

·

,~

at

Fitness Game.
..

.·..

' 11)

Grade A Vi

gallo~

95c

Pasteurized/ Hotjiogenized
Whole and \2,, · ~:: gallon 99c
Whipping\ Cream ~oc pi_n t

818 ·1.Jobn's
Specializing .in the
Big ~ohn Burger
i

"A· M·ea I in Itself"

Variety

Open
1pm-7pm
Mon-Sat

Winegar'•-·
Loadecl JUst I llocb West Of Nlchollon P"91on
419

w.

15th

925-·1821
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shake flavors!
.

9~5-5900
We Deliver!
HOURS:
S•.-Tla--. Da.m.·12p.a. ;
Fri.-&&. B a.a. · I pa.

908 EAST 10th
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Lots of choices Thursdays
By DENISE HUBER
Of the Campus Crier

Thursday nights are full · of
choices for people who want to go
to a movie.
They can either go to the ASCsponsored film in the SUB theatre;
or now they can go to the Liberty
Theatre downtown for a College
Night special, $2 per person until
capacity.
But, most movie-goers cannot go
to both, and a spokesman for the
ASC said he thinks· it is unfair for
the Liberty to schedule the special
on the same night as their films.
Liberty Manager Jim Chrysler
explained in an interview ~onday
that he wa~ unaware of the ASC
films when he created College

Chrysler added that the coupons
are one way to get movie attention
on campus:
'' ~ractically all other campuses
are open to flyers advertising
things like movies, but Central is
closed up tight," he said.
"Thursday is also the deadest
night of the week for us and we
needed to drwn up business,"
Chrysler said. "Plus we thought
students would get a· break."
C_hrysler said he re<;:eived a .
phonecalllastFridayfromanASC

~orton

officer who said the ASC had lost
$600 at Thursday's film. He said he
told the representative the theatre
had only taken in 35 coupons for the
special. At $2 per coupon, that
works out to $70.
The ASC officer was unavailable
for comment.
"I emphasize we're not in competition with the ASC films,"
Chrysler said. "We're doing our
thing and they're doing their own
thing."
"We're both in business."

solos i·n family class

Central Washington Un 1•ersity
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review

'Werewolf howls
Editor's note: "An American Werewolf in London" is not the ASC-sponsored movie this
week. That film, "Rocky Horror Picture
Show," was unavailable for preview.

By TAMI THEDENS
Of the Campus Crier

· ''An American Werewolf in London" is playing just in time for
Halloween. This isn't a true horror
movie like the usual werewolf film.
John Landis, who directed
"Animal House," directed it.- He
wrote it, too. You can draw your

own conclusions from that. With
the Landis touch, the fihn was
distined to be a riot and it is.
It's refreshing to go to a movie
and be able to laugh at something
which :is usually terrifying.
"Werewolf" mixes hwnor with
gore.
Two
young
Americans
backpacking in England encounter
some eerie folk legends in a pub of
a wolf terrorizing the countryside.
After they leave, they begin to hear
bone-chilling cries.
See 'WEREWOLF, ' page 13

By DOLORES PERNICK

realizes it is not statistically a
reality. He would, however, like
his 1uture partner to stay home but
··If I missed a class, I know I will said he now understands
·be noticed," said Dave Norton, a housework and taking care of
~ight.
25-y~ar-old senior at Central. And children is not fun and is more willIt was scheduled on Thursdays there is a reason for Norton to
ing to share the burden than before
for several reasons, according to make this statement, because he is he .took Family Studies. ,
Chrysler. He said the main one is the only male student in a
~orton "absolutely" recomThursday is the last night for each predominantly feminist class, mends that men take this course.
movie before it is shipped out.
Family Studies.
"~ot only can it be applied to
Also, Thursday is the perfect
.. This course," ~ orton con- breadth requirement, but they will
night for the special, Chrysler said, tinued, "Will broaden my outlook hear things they will not hear from
because ~e Campus Crier is cir- on women's point of view and will someplace else."
cula_ted that day ..,,,-ith the College be able to adjust." He said he plans
What he really was after when he
~ight coupons in it. "People see
to marry within three or four years registered for the class was what
the coupons and cut them out right and hopes the lectures will provide he terms "easy credit," but that's
a.,,,. ay because the special is that helpful hints of saving the n.ot the way things turned out.
night, but if it was some other establishment of the future family.
"With little background on the
night, they'd forget about it more
~ orton said he remains a firm . subject, I definitely learned more
often."
·
believer of a nuclear family, but than expected,'' he said.
Of the Campus Crier

AN EVENING WITH

Lone man
Dave Norton 's f-snirt ti=>lls it c: 1:. He is the only man in Family Studies, a
class he highly re\.U111111t:nds .

TIM WEISBERG
Saturday, October 31st 8 p.m.
McConnell Auditorium

With Special Guest

"ROBIN"
Tickets available at:

SUB Information Booth
and

Stereocraft in Ellensburg

A.S.C. Productions & Homecoming 1981
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get~ay~~~~~co~m~p~11e~d~b~y~D~o~1o~~~s~Pe~rn~1c~kper~rms~Centr~
THE ANNUAL HOMECOMING
FUN RUN, sponsored by the
recreation department, will be
Saturday, beginning at 9:30 a.m.
The 10 kilometer course runs from
First and Pearl in downtown
Ellensburg to Nicholson Pavilion.
Pre-registration for the $6 event is
at the SUB info~tion booth or at
Morgan Middle School between 8
and 9 a.m. on race day.

E NUTCRACKER BALLET
· be presented by the American
estival Ballet Company at 8 p.m.
ov. 29 in McConnell Hall. Tickets
or the production, jointly sponored by First Interstate Bank and
e Ellensburg Youth Ballet, are
vailable at Berry's, Shapiro's,
tereocraft and the SUB informa.on booth. Admission is $6.
AZZ FLUTIST TIM WEISBERG
· headline the homecoming conert Saturday at 8 p.m. in McConell Auditorium. Tickets cost $7
ach and are available at the SUB
ormation booth and Stereocraft
Ellensburg.

"CABARET" will come to the Central stage Nov. 13, 14, 19, 20 and 21.
Set in Berlin in the early 1930s,
"Cabaret" received a Tony award
and the New York Drama Critics'
award for best musical of 1966. The
two-act play will begin at 8 p.m. in
McConnell Auditorium.

FF COX, CWU music professor,
· present a free recital in Hertz
uditorium at 8 p.m. tonight.
ITHOGRAPHS
AND
ONOPRINTS by Evergreen
tate College Professor Young
arvill, as well as art works from
vergreen's permanent collection,
re on display at the Sarah
purgeon Gallery in Randall Hall
ough Nov. 6. The gallery is open
rom 8 a.m.-noon and 1-5 p.m.
eekdays.

ELLENSBURG ANTHOLOGY, a
book of short st.ories and poems by
local artists, is now on sale for $2 at
Four Winds Bookstore and Ace
Records, or at 404 w. Eighth Ave.
The collection is published yearly
in conjunction with the Ellensburg
Festival of the Arts. For more information, call ~760.

PIANIST PANAYIS LYRAS,
silver medalist in the 1981 van :
Cliburn Competition, will be
featured in the Central Series Nov ..
4. The 8 p.m. concert is in Hertz·
Recital Hall. Admission is $2.50 for
adults, $1.50 for CWU students and:
$1 for high school and younger.

The Bill Evans Dance Company, 1 an instructional look at modem
hailed by "Saturday Review" as and jazz ·dance. The program in. ''one of the best choreographic eluded pieces ranging from the
forces to touch the whole American ragtime of Scott Joplin to.the barodance scene," performed in the que melodies of Antonio Vivaldi.
Tower Theatre of McConnell Hall
Master classes in modem and
at 8 p.m. Mon., Oct. 26.
jazz dance, conducted by company
Evans' company, of Seattle, has members, preceded the concert at
TliE wAREHOUSE GALLERY in : reached audiences in n~ly forty 2 .and \3: 45 p.m. in Nicholson
Yakima is exhibiting paintings and; states and provinces, an(! has had Pavilion.
pottery of Dixie Parker-Fairbanks • engagements at the Kennedy
Founded in 1975 by the highly
,and Richard Fairbanks. Parker- Center in Wash., D.C. and the skilled .choreographer Bill Evans,
Fairbanks is a local studio painter American Dance Festival, in addi- the Company is Seattle's resident
and Fairbanks teaches at CWU.. tion to four seasons in New York professional modem dance comThe gallery at 5000 W. Lincoln, City.
pany and an ensemble of talented
Yakima, is ol>en 9-5 p.m. Monday
They performed an infonnal performers and exceptional
through Friday. .
Monday evening concert featuring teachers.
1

''PIPPIN,'' a long-running Broadway musical, will open at
Yakima's Capitol Theatre, Sun.,
Nov. 8 at 7 p.m. The progress of the
play is told through razzmatazz
dance numbers and show-stopping
songs. Tickets are priced at $15, $9
and $5 and are available at the box
office. For reservations or information, call 575-6264.
·

Williams Florist and Garden Center

*Corsages

* Boutonnieres
*

THEY'RE OFF AND RUNNING
at Yakima Meadows in Yakima,
weekends through Nov. 29

925-3-176

W. 8th Across from Sambas

~=:::;=--------------------------~---:::;

"A remarkable experiment in

Bouquets

A Great Buy
On An Excellent Value!

legal education ... There is no other
school in the nation that can do what you
are doing here."

Warren Burger
Chief Justice
U.S. Supreme Court
September 13, 1980

UNIVEBSITY OF PUGET SOUND
SCHOOL OF IAW

List Price
NAD 5020A . . . .

Get the facts on:
• Admissions

S} 99 95

85° 0
s2s495

NAD 9200 ..... :..

• Curriculum

•Placement

Sale Price

Day: Wednesday
Date: Nov 4th

NAD 5020A/ 9200

~imP'l ;36

p.m-.

Place: SUB

Save SI00° 0

--·-· ·--------:~---.....;__;;__--:-~-------".',

·1.
'illil!~L~~;...,,,,nw;,,,,,,

Authentic Sheepskin Rugs .

The NAD 5020A is a thoroughly modern belt-drive, fully automatic
turntable. Its slim, low-mass, straight tone arm assures maximum performance: For ultimate ease of operation, all of the controls are located
on a front p~mel outside of the closed dust cover.
We've always felt the 5020A was an excellent value at its normal selling price :· of $~00. But now we are able to offer you a great buy on this
excellent value because we are including NAD's top-of-the-line 9200
moving magnet cartridge with the 5020A for a combined price of only
$185. Its got to be the best turntable/ cartridge buy of the year. So come
into Stereocraft today for a great buy ~nan excellent value.

--

*Assorted Natural Colors
.

;m~ "7

*Rug Priced $ 16 -34
50

Seat Covers $30

Wesco Wool

201

Wen as

VIS4

50

~·T~RIA~R~fT· -~_,,
· :_
.

:r

962-2830 .

. ,_·,:., ,,
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'Werewolf1 ~~~~~~1~,~~~~~~~~co~u~e
They are being stalked by
something, and having a vague
idea of what that .Something is will
s~are you to death. The something
finds them, kills one boy and
leaves the other mangled.
If you know anything about the
werewolf legend, you can figure
out what will become of the remaining American.
While in the · hospital reccuperating, David, portrayed by.

Racri
By JIM RILEY

.,

KCAT Station Manager

has· roots at

Queen and David Bowie have
teamed ·up to produce a single. It's
titled, "Under Pressure" and was
released last Monday. The new
single is also included in Queen's
new ''Greatest Hit~'' album which
was only recently released.
"Under Pressure" was jointly
composed, performed and ·produc-·
ed by Queen and Bowie. The flip
side of the single is "Soul Brother"
a previously unreleased Queen
song.
The collaboration .came about
when Bowie dropped. by to visit,

~cl~,o! !l i! !e! !s~he~! !-~af! !te! !r! !a! !l ! !,! !it! !i! !s! !H! !a! !l ! !ow! !e! !e! !n! !.~ ! ! ! ! !~ ! !~ j! !:s! !b! !~! !q! !;! !~r! !oef! !~! !:! !:! !:! !~t~ ! !i~! ~h! !s~! !grn! !d

ap!!!in!!!e!!!d·"

Queen while-the band · was doing
some work at a studio in Mciiltrieux, Switzerland. Queen's Roger
Taylor said, "It was a spontaneous
and stimulation collaboration. We
started. out just playing some old
songs . . . then worked on a few
ideas and. like~ this one very
much."
Queen's Greatest Hits album includes such songs as Another One
Bites The Dust, Bohemian Rhapsody, Crazy Little Thing Called
Love, Killer Queen, Fat Bottom
Girls, Bicycle Race, We Will Rock
You, We Are,The Champions, Keep
Yourself Alive, and two more titles
whiCh were unavailable at the time

PIONEER NEWs

cf

Pipea and Smolcing A cceaorie1
1

·More than 200 paperbtu!lu
Over 600 Milgmine · Titlea
Open 9 am.

204 E. 4th

to

6 pm.

every day

962-9565

WELCOME

of this printing...

Show will feature the new album
by LOverboy. We'll have to wait to
Police in Los . Angeles have ar- see how good it is because at the
rested three , people and co~ time of this writing the record
fiscated . sev~n thousand phony company had not yet released the
tickets to a recent Rolling Stones LP. The Canadian band's first efconc~rt in S~n Francisco. The fort was a top notch performance.
A word of thanks to all those who
scalpers could have sold the tickets
responded to last week's quesfor at least $300,000.
A police · spokesman said the tionaire, your answers have been a
counterfeiting operation was part great help to myself and program
of an -international ring that director, Mike Nelson. Listen to
follows rock concerts around the KCAT FM 91 and read Radio Rap
U.S. and Canada. Police believe every week for the latest in rock
the ring is based on the east coast. music news.
The arrest made at M-G-A
The week's 10 most popular
Printers, a legitimate print shop,
were the reslllt ', o,f information songs compiled by Music Director
Keith Evans from the request line
received in a confidential tip.
Tickets for the concert in and playlists at KCAT FM 91, your
Candlestick Park cost $20 each and resident rocker.
scalpers of real or bogus tickets
l . HEAVY METAl, Sammy Hagar
could have easily 'gotten that ...
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Be sure and 1 check out the
feature
album
on
next
Wednesday's Jazz Show. The debut
album by Software is incredible. It
has the tenor sax of Mark Colby,
formerly with .' the Maynard
Ferguson Orchestra.
Next Tuesday's Virgin Vinyl

URGENT, Foreigner
START ME UP, Rolling Stones
THE ADULTRESS, The Pretenders
HARDEN NY HEART, Quarter Flash
HOLD ON LOOSELY, ,38 Special
UNCHAINED, Van Halen

8. I'll BE YOUR LOVER, Rockets
9. WHAT HAVE I DONE WRONG, Rage
l 0. EDGE OF SEVENTEEN, Stevie Nicks

cwu

Leinaweaver, director of Cabaret,
"leaped at the chance."
Leinaweaver said, "Most universities have a costumer on staff but
every time Central has tried to hire
one, some budget crisis has come
up."
He said he believes the box office
can handle the expense of
Cottrell's contract and adds, "It's
a fantastic opportunity for our audience to enjoy a theatrical experience that, at times, has been
lacking."
An English education graduate,
Cottrell fell into costuming with a
shove from an internship with ACT
Theatre in Seattle. She has continued to work for ACT as an assistant designer during May thru October seasons.
Off-season she has worked for
theatres such as The Empty Space,
and the oldest and one of the
largest theatres in Seattle, The
Seattle · Repertory Theatre.
·'Cabaret" represents her 43rd
!ostume experience and she plans
.o make Central's version of "An.;igone" her next endeavor.
To add authenticity and
manipulate her audience Cottrell
researches not only the clothes of
that era, but also the mood. The
Germans as depicted in Cabaret
were denying the inevitability of
another war (WWII) and were
desperately striving to have a good
time. This theme is reflected in the
bright colors and bigger-than-Hfe
trim used in her 60 costumes.
"Cabaret is only two weeks away
and things are beginning to get a
little hairy ... " Then glancing over
her shoulder at the gorilla costwne
she added, ''Maybe more than a little hairy."

Coupon
Monday - S.aturday

c.w.u.

9 - 7 p.m.

STUDENTS
FACULTY

"-o·

13

designer

his nurse (played by Jenny Agutthrowsoutonelinerslike,"Oh,be .
ter). They steam up the screen serious, will you?"
with some heavy sex scenes.
The soundtrack contains all
Naughton sure loses his Dr. PepBy JENNIE CROSIER
kinds
of "moon" songs including
per innocence quickly.
Of the Campus Crier
"Blue
Moon,"
"Moondance"
and
His dead friend Jack (played by
"Bad Moon Rising."
Griffin Dunne) comes back to
Marion Cottrell ·has returned to·
haunt him and to tell him to take
The special effects are awesome. CWU to manicure her roots by
his life before he makes a meal out The evolution of man to wolf looks designing costumes of; the Nov. 3
of the London population. Dunne's , alarmingly real. This film is not production of Cabaret.·
visits are the funniest scenes in the . for the squeamish, but it is a great
Although Central rarely hires
filni. Half-decomposed and dress- -comedy. Go see it for a good howl costume designers, when tqe 1974

R

9willi
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Haircuts regularly $12
Now $10
Sampson ·

962-2550
3rd &

Expires 10/31 /81

ALUMNI

SUB Games Room

,HOMECOMING WEEK
Halloween ·Special
It's going to be a LONG COLD WINTER .
', - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - I
:1 I/2 Hour Free
One Free I-,
I
I
TOKEN
I

/

q

ARE YOU PREPARED?

We stock complete line of winterwear

I ·Billiards
I
·I With

from undies to outerwear, for' guys and gals

1
I
i

Personalrzedcharge &
Bank Cards
Welcome

-M on.--fhru Sa·t;·9:30 to 5.:30
Fridays ·until

9

1

I
I

.this

coupon

I ·.
I
I ..

with

this
1· ·...J.:
i · ~:
coupon I''.
,

· I . ._ .;
I

l Oct.-3Jst, Jt8Lt _Oct. _lbt,.J981 I -~:~,
I
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I
·
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I
I
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·1 one per customer I One Per Customer1 · ·
I
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·1
I
I
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BLOOD DONORS WHO NEED
THE AMERICAN RED CROSS,
W~TER BALLET is offered
TO PICK UP NEW PERSONAL
in cooperation with CWU, is spon- each Wednesday evening at the
RECORD
CARDS • AND
soring a blood drive on Nov. 4, Holiday Inn swimming. pool. InGALONEER CERTIFICATES
from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. in the SUB terested women may contact Nomi
prior to the blood drawing next
ballroom, Give the gift of life.
Jo Nylander at 925-2664 between 7
Wednesday (11 a.m. - 3 p.m. in
a.m. and midnight~ Rides are ar· the SUB Ballroom), should pick
NATIVE AMERICAN STU- ranged if needed.
them up Tuesday between 12 and 3
DENT ASSOCIATION will meet
p.m. in the SUB Pit area. For more
·Thursday, Oct. 29, at 3 p.m. in the
THE COLLEGE HUNGER NET·
information contact Lois Robinson
SUB room 210.
WORK
invites everyone to dinner
at 925-3327.
Tursday, Oct. 29 at 5:30 p.m. for a
ALL STUDENTS WORKING ON $1 donation. CWU's new physician
THE
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS are at the Health Center, will present a
CHAPTER D.N. OF P.E.O. is
having a rummage sale Thursday, required to get a clearance form slide show and speak on the relaNov. 5 and Friday, Nov. 6 from 9 for their employment each fall. tionship between food and health.
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday Nov. 7 Clearance forms can be obtained To take place at the Center for
from 9 a.m. to noon. It will be held from the Student Employment Of- Campus Ministry, 10th and Alder,
in the Commercial Building under fice, Barge Hall 205, from 8 a.m.- 925-3196.
THE SCHOOL OF LAW OF THE
the fairgrounds grandstand. If you noon 1-5 p.m. daily. Students
are driving, use the 5th avenue en- working in more than one depart- UNIVERSITY OF PUGET
ment must have a clearance form SOUND is sending represenatives
trance to the fairgrounds.
for each job. Students who fail to to meet with students interested in
THE
AMERICAN
COL- get a clearance form prior to the law Wednesday, Nov. 4 in the
· LEGIATE TALENT SEARCH payroll period, will have their Teanaway room of the SUB from
·deadline is 5 p.m. Dec. 4. Any type checks held up. If you have ques- 1:30 to 3:30. Inquiries should be.
of act is eligible to-be selected for a tions please contact your depart- made to Professor R: Jacobs,
.
tour Europe or the .Orient. Entries ment supervisor or the Student 963-3208.
Employment
Office,
963-3008.
must be submitted on video cassettes · or cassette tapes with
photograPhs. Winners ·qualify for . SADAT'S REGIME and possible
$14,000 · in . cash and scholarship trends in Mid-East politics since
prizes plus auditions by profes- his death will be -the .topic of a
sional production companies. The panel discussion Tuesday, .. Nov. 3
entry fee is $25. For more infonna- at 7: 30 p.m. in SUB 204.
tion write:
All-American Col· , .
legiate '.l'alent Search, . Box 3SE,
HOLLOFIL- II VEST for adults
New Mexico State University, Las and children will be on sale Sat.,
Cruce8; . "New · Mexico 88003, or Oct. :u,, from .9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
phone (505) 646-4413.
Rotary Pavilion downtown.

lfOREIGN LANGUAGE MAJORs with a cumulative GPA of 3.0
and a major GPA of 3.25 should apply for a $250 scholarship available
both winter and spring quarters.
Applications may be obtained from
the secretary of the Dept. of
Foreign Languages, L & L
Building, Room 102. Deadline is
Nov. 10.
ELMVIEW YARDSALE, Nov. 7,
will offer such items as furniture,
clothes, silverware and other
housewares. Proceeds to benefit
Elmview.
THE KATHLEEN CONNELLY
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP is
again being offered to college
women preparing for a career in
journalism or communications.
The $500 scholarship applications
and support information must be
postmarked by Oct. 30. For information contact James Goodrich
director of the Mass Media Pr0:
gram at 963-3342.

3, 7 &_9:30 p.m.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES.
Research catalog: 306 pages,
10,278 topics. Send $1 to Box
25097C, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
(213) 477-8226.
A FASHION SHOW IN THE SUB
PIT, featuring apparel from two
local clothing stores, The In-Seam
and The Bottom Line will run from
12-1 Oct., 29.
'
BUSINESS STUDENTS belonging to the American Marketing
Organization are eligible for a tuition scholarship. Interested persons should come to the SUB 204 on
Thurs., Oct. 29 at 8 p.m., or call
Alan at 925-1335.
INTERNATIONAL
FOLK
DANCE CLUB meets Tuesdays at
the First Baptist Church, 4th and
Sprague. Dance instruction will be
from 7-8 p.m., with advanced
dance from 8-10 p.m.

SUB Theater

Special 11 :30. p.m. Showing
$2 Admission
SATURDAY~ NIGHT

/

NEXT .WEEK

Prizes for best costume
I st· Prize Waterbed S~ite for one nigl:lt
at .Holiday Inn
2nd Prize Dinner for two

3rd prize · Bottle of Champagne

··'":".

"BUSTIN LOOSE"

. Campus Crier

:Police blotter
Between Oct. 19 and 25, the Campus Safety Department received 76
calls. Topping the list of complaints l were 14 thefts, of which
three were for stolen bicycles.
~ Included in the long list of thefts
were the following: a bookbag
from Hohnes including a tape
recorder; another bookbag from
the University Store carrying
books and a calculator; a purse
containing miscellaneous items
and $50 in cash was also taken
from the bookstore. All but the
cash was later recovered.
: Also stolen was an AM/FM

Once again the Residence Hall
Council (RHC) and the Associated
Students of Central (ASC) are co- ·
sponsoring the · annual Casino
Royale. The event, which will take
place tomorrow evening from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. in the SUB
Ballroom, is a formal affair.
This year it is being called
Casino Royale Masquerade Ball to
coincide with the Halloween
theme. "Although this event is be- ·
ing held on Halloween weekend,
it's not a costume dance," explained Michelle Prentice, RHC chair-
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Patterns
20% to 50%
off

Table

selected
wedding gowns

man. "It's going to be a semiformal 'to formal masquerade
ball."
Students can dance to the sounds
of OPUS or participate in a mock
casino. Alcoholic beverages will be
served ~ those over 21 by the
Recreation Club. People under 21
can quench their thirst with
counter cocktails served by the
Alcohol Awareness Committee.
Anyone is welcome to attend.
Tickets Will be on sale 'at the door
only, at :$5 per couple and $3 for
singles.

Trustees,

From page one .

a broad direction and ensures that decisions are carried out by the administration and faculty, said CWU
Attorney General Fritz Clarke.
Each Board member is appointed· for a six-year,
unpaid term. Case, whose term will expire ih 1987, is
asswning a position that has historically been given
to an Ellensburg resident. He says he plans to be the
most active trustee.
"I directly benefit from the community so I plan to
be the most involved," he explained.
Case says about Broughton that they are close
friends and that in many respects he would have
preferred to replace someone else on the board, adding "We're not far apart in political philosophy."

UGLY BEAR.
TAVERN

I formals

Kegs :~o Go

$30

plus deposit

Study in

CENTRAL W ASH·INGTON UNIVERSITY ·
IS OFFERING A LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM IN
MORELJA, MEXICO
COURSES INCLUDE:
tNTENSfVE SPANISH • LITERATURE • HISTORY & MUCH MORE
Appllca~lons

are now being accepted

Office of International Programs, Barge Hall 308
Central Washington University, Ellensburg, WA 98926

I

for Winter Quarter 1982

STOP-BY OR CALL THE OFFICE O~ INTERN.ATIONAL PROGRAMS

963-3612

15

Casino night is tomorrow

cassette player was stolen from son walking on the hood and top of
the Pottery room in Randall Hall; a vehicle parked in lot E-2 (adjaand two clock radios were reported cent to Wilson Hall). Other reports
missing from a storage room in included a· complaint of a rock
Stephens-Whitney Hall. Other thrown through a car window parkitems reported stolen were a color ed in the parking lot nea to
TV from the lobby of Hitchcock Quigley Hall and a chemical fire
Hall; a cassette player and tapes extinguisher sprayed into an ppen
from a vehicle parked in lot . G-2 window at Student Village.
(near Brooklane Village) and a
fire extinguisher from Muzzall
The Safety Department 'also
Hall.
received a complaint of a bur~lary
Along with these thefts, three and a possible child abuse. The of- .
reports of malicious mischief were ficers responded to two noise ~om
received. Campus police respond- plaints, unlocked 13 doors! for
ed to a report of an unknown per- students and assisted 10 motorists.

25% off
selected

Central Washington University

1h

Co:- ~us Crier

Central Washington Universit

Thursda , October 29, 1981

MABEL'S CAFE

An Ellensburg Tradition
OPEN 24 HOURS
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

~
Rib-Eye Steak (6 oz.)--2 Eggs, Hashbrowns, Toast . . . . . . .
Ham, Bacon or Sausage--2 Eggs, Hashbrowns, Toast ... .•..
Ham, Bacon or Sansage--1 Egg,
Hashbrowns, Toast . . . . . . .
Ham, Bacon or Sausage--1 Egg, Hotcakes •••.•.•....•.••.
2 Eggs, Hashbrowns, Toast.. . • . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • •
1 Egg,
Hashbrowns, Toast.. . . . . • . . . . • . • • . . . • . • . • • • • . . . •
French Toast, Syrup & Jelly ••.....•..... Three Slices .••
Two Slices ..•

OMELETTES
All with Hashbrowns
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

&

Toast
2.00
2.30
2.85
3 .15
3. 15

Extra Fillings upon request.

Orange
Tomato

Grape
Apple
Grapefruit

l.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

HOT CAKES

Plain . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cheese . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ham & Cheese . . . . . .
Denver. . . . . . . . . . . •

FRUIT JUICES

~
Served with Soup or Salad, Potatoes, Vegetables and Roll.
4.50
2.95
2. 65
2. 65
1. 50
1. 20
1.50
1.25

FRUIT

I.
2.
3.

l. 50
1.00
. 75
2.65
1.75
1. 50

80¢
SO¢
40¢
40¢

Frui,t w/Toast . . . . . 1.15

Large •.. 80¢

Hot Cereal Served
with Half & Half.

Oatmeal ..••.....••• 65¢
Cream of Wheat( .••. 65¢
Above w/Toast •••••• 90¢

Toast Slices--Three .• 45¢ Two .•
Cinnamon Toast .....•.• , . . . . . . .
English Muffin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hashbrowns. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Hashbrowns with Gravy •....•...

35¢
50¢
45¢
75¢
85¢

90¢
90¢
90¢

~
One Scoop...........
45¢
Two Scoops..........
80¢
Milkshake . . . . . . . . . . . l.00

Coffee . . . . . : ..•..•..•..••••.•.
Sanka ••.••....•....•••..••••••
Hot Tea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iced Tea . •• •••••.•...•....••••
Fountain Drinks ••• Lg. 50¢ Sm.
Bottle Soda • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • ....
Milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lg. 70¢ Sm.
Buttermilk . . . . . . . • Lg. 80¢ Sm.
Hot Chocolate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.15
2,00
1. 75
l.65
1.55

13.
Grilled Ham & Cheese Sandwich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14. Grilled HQm Sandwich . .... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15. Cold Roast Beef Sandwich. . .. . . . . . . . . . • . .. • . • • .. . • • . .. • •
16. Cold Ham Sandwich .. ... , •.........• , .. ,., ••. , . , , . , .•• ,,,
l 7.
Cold Turkey Sandwich .....••..• , , . , ...• , •• , , •• , ••••.•.. ,
18.
Bacon-Lettuce-Tomato Sandwich ••....•... , ... , •.• , .••. , •.
19. ' Tuna Sandwich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20.
Fried Egg Sandwich •.••..• . .••.• , ...•. •• . ••• .•.• •.• •• .•.
21.
Grilled Cheese Sandwich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, . . . . . .

2.05
1. 90
1. 90
1. 90
l, 90
l. 55
1.55
1. 00
1. 00

25¢
40¢
·30¢
30¢
30¢
50¢
40¢
50¢
40¢

Rib-Eye Steak Sandwich (6 oz.)
French-Dip . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich . . . . . . .
Hot Turkey Sandwich . . . . . . . . • . .
Hot Hamburger-with-Gravy . . . . . .
Chiliburger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

with
with
with
with
with
with

1.40

LIGHT MEALS
I.

BEVERAGES

PASTRY
2-Crust Fruit Pie...
Cream Pie...........
Cake................

Cheeseburger Deluxe . . . . . . . . . . . with Fries •• , .• ,, •••••••
llamburger Deluxe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . with Fries., ••.•..•••.• ,
Cheeseburger Deluxe .. . . . . . . . . . . . • •.• . •. , , . , . , •.••••.••.
Hamburger Deluxe •...............••.•. , •••. • . , ..... , •.••
Cheeseburger •.....•.••.•.••.•••.••••••••••.•.•.•.• , ....
Hamburger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • . . •

7.

SIDE ORDERS
Side of Ham . . . . . . . . . l.65
Bacon or Sausage. . • • 1 . 5 0
Eggs--One .•. 4(,¢ Two.
75¢
Butterhorn..........
80¢
Cinnamon Roll.......
50¢
Donut...............
20¢

4.50
3.50
2.75
2.75
2. 75
2.50

S.
9.
10.
11,
12.

Assorted Cold Cereals
with Half ' Half. •• 65¢

small ... 50¢

Fries & Salad., ....
Fries & Salad . . . . . .
Potatoes & Salad ...
Potatoes & Salad ...
Hashbrowns . • . . . . . . .
Cheese & Onions ....

4.
5.
6.

CEREALS

Grapefruit llalf. ..
Sliced Peaches ....
Fresh Orange. . . . . .
Fresh l'.pple. . . . . . .

7, 75
5. 25
4.50
4.50
4. 50
4.50
3.90
3. 75

BURGERS AND SANDWICHES

Served with real Butter and Syrup
Hotcakes •••••.••••• Three.. • •
Two . . . . . .
One......
With Ham, Bacon or Sausage ..•
With Two Eggs . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
With One Egg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

T-Bone Steak (12 oz.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . , .. ,,,., ... , .•
Rib-Eye Steak (8 oz.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . , .. , . . . . . . . .
Chicken Fried Steak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cube Steak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Burger Stea'< . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . .
Roast Beef .....•....•.....••••.•••••• •.•.••.•.••.•.•.••
Fried Chicken ...••......•....•......•...••.••••••••••••
Fish & Chips . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ••••..

,

2.
J.
4.

11amb11rger Patty, Roast Beef, or Turkey
with Cottage Cheese, a Green Salad, and Fruit . . . . . . . . . .
Chef's Salad ..•••.......•..••••.••••.•.•.••••••.•••••.•
Chef's Salad, Half-Order . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cottage Cheese and Fruit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.65
3.00
1.75
1.75

SIDE ORDERS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Homemade Chili •.••...•.....•.•.•...•.••••..••••.•••••.• 1.15
50¢
French Fries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Large .•• 85¢
Small .. .
75¢
Hashbrown ......•.•.•.••.••••.••.•...•.••••••••••••••.••
85¢
Ha.shbrowns with Gravy •... •..••••..•.•.•• •••••• ••••...••
50¢
Soup du Jour . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Large ... 75¢
Small. •.
80¢
Tossed Green Sa lad •....•••.••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••
65¢
Cottage Cheese .....•...•••. , •.... , •••..•.. , •..•••••. , ••

Some orders may be pr~pared "To Go" for an additional charge of 10¢.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX.

MABLE'S CAFE (AGAIN)

is open

~4

hours Seven Days a Week

Formerly -The Windbrea
Come 'N Get .It!!
602W. 8th

962-9946

